2012 dodge avenger se review

The Dodge Avenger is a fully competitive midsize family sedan, but the wealth of stronger
competitors makes it difficult to recommend. Sometimes you can do a good job but still come
up short. The Dodge Avenger is a case in point. Dodge's major overhaul of its midsize Avenger
last year largely rectified the car's prior faults of sloppy driving dynamics, inefficient engines
and a low-buck interior. The result is a fully competitive midsize family sedan, but one that
nevertheless still comes up short against more impressive rivals. The Avenger's interior best
epitomizes the car's close-but-no-cigar aspect. Greatly improved upon, the Avenger boasts
soft-touch materials and tight construction; both are among the best you'll find in a midsize
sedan. However, the look is a tad generic, the available in-car electronics are a bit behind the
times and there isn't as much space for passengers. There is a similar situation under the hood.
The base four-cylinder is barely adequate especially with the SE's four-speed automatic and
sounds unrefined. Handling is also pretty good, although again, not quite up to the class
leaders. In total, the Dodge Avenger is a solid sedan that could be worth a test-drive,
particularly if you're prioritizing a V6 power plant and value. But in general, we think you'd be
better served by some other competing models. And if it's superior comfort and space you
want, the Honda Accord, Hyundai Sonata or even Dodge's own Charger would be better
choices. The Avenger is a respectable sedan, but in this case it's just not a podium finisher.
Optional are satellite radio and a package containing heated front seats and an eight-way power
driver seat. The SXT adds to the SE's standard equipment with inch alloy wheels, an upgraded
transmission, heated folding mirrors, automatic climate control, an eight-way power driver seat,
a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a trip computer and a six-speaker sound system with satellite
radio. A touchscreen stereo interface that includes digital music storage is optional. The SXT
Plus includes that touchscreen interface along with a V6 engine, inch alloy wheels, automatic
headlamps and foglamps. A sunroof is optional on all but the SE, and all Avengers can be
equipped with a fold-flat front passenger seat. Front-wheel drive is standard on every Avenger.
A six-speed automatic is standard. In Edmunds performance testing, an Avenger with this
engine went from zero to 60 mph in 6. Every Avenger comes standard with stability and traction
control, antilock brakes, active head restraints, front-seat side airbags and side curtain airbags.
In Edmunds brake testing, an Avenger with inch wheels came to a stop from 60 mph in an
acceptable feet. In crash testing by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, the Avenger
received the top rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset, side-impact and roof strength tests. The
Dodge Avenger drives down the road with poise. The suspension provides a supple, yet
well-controlled ride, and handling is better than that of many other midsize sedans. The steering
provides decent feedback, but isn't as responsive as the Accord's or the Fusion's. Performance
with the 2. The 3. The Dodge Avenger's design team did a remarkable job last year of
transforming the old, low-rent interior into something that's now fully competitive for the
midsize sedan segment. The general dash design and control layout are pretty much the same
as before, but because the materials are substantially better, the overall ambience is greatly
improved. Rear visibility can be a bit tricky due to the Avenger's thick rear pillars, however, and
neither a back-up camera nor parking sensors are offered. The older Chrysler touchscreen
interface was unintuitive when it was new and hasn't grown better with age. The standard stereo
faceplate, however, is a model of simplicity and user-friendliness. The Avenger's principal
demerit, however, is that it's a bit smaller than its competition. This is noticeable in the backseat
as well as in the front, which features a slightly odd, elevated seating position to create more
legroom. The Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Avenger. View
Photos. Not as roomy as many of its rivals smallish trunk SE's four-speed automatic some
behind-the-times electronics limited rear visibility. Vehicle overview. Read more. Sign Up. This
car performs well. There are a few things that needs to be address before the avenger can be a
really neat ride. The Heater core seems to be a major issue with this vehicle. Especially if you
live in cold areas. The Heater only blows warm air on the driver side of the vehicle and cold air
on the passenger side. Dodge is well aware of this issue but has not done a recall on this
placing the cost to repair this problem onto the consumer. Even then there is no assurance this
problem will not return since the problem is in the faulty part. Cold air in the winter renders this
vehicle useless during the winter season. My vehicle is currently parked now and I am seriously
consider trading this vehicle in for another one. Mostly because I refuse to pay to fix something
that is flawed and Dodge knows that it is. Making you feel like you purchased a lemon. Not right
Dodge, not right I need a vehicle I can drive year round and not for 6 or 7 months out of the
year. In Kansas it has really cool down in the temps. So it's looking like this vehicle will be
parked November- March, and that's if the weather is not crazy cold in March. So with that said I
encourage anyone having issues with their heating system in their dodge avenger to speak up
and be heard. Not sure what it will take to make Dodge do a recall on this issue. For me, I'll be
looking to trade this vehicle in if Dodge refuse to act by January.. Maybe someone in Florida or

LA can use a ride that cools pretty well in the summer months, but they better not take a trip up
North during the Fall. While the Stratus was very reliable the front rotors were warped more
often than not. The Avenger appears to have a much higher quality associated with it. Both
vehicles had the 2. The refinements in the engine and the addition of the 6 speed Transmission
have made a major improvement to the functionality of the car. It's smooth and quiet when
accelerating. It corners and handles bumps well. The Avenger sits higher and is easier to enter
and exit. Overall a very nice improvement over the Stratus. I really do love this car. The engine
is fantastic. Awesome performance! Its exterior is eye-catching and sleek. The car is a
combination of sporty and practical. Now what I don't like. The people who work in the service
department of the dealership where I bought the car know me. The car has been in there THAT
often. Everything but the ABS issue was when the car was under 36k miles. My wife and I went
to drive a Charger. We looked at a few, when she spotted this number on the side of the lot. We
went through four different Chargers before we drove the Avenger, and I was completely blown
away. The 3. Absolutely thunderous performance above and beyond anything we drove,
anywhere. Full leather is nice, electronics rock, build quality makes me hope that this is a trend
for American Automakers, it's so good. We bought the car with good intentions of keeping it for
years, Until the winter came, Then we wanted to drive it off a cliff. It's hard to keep control of it.
Well guess what? It still did the same thing. We took it back to Les Schwab to have it checked
out and was told there is nothing wrong with the tires and they have had MANY Dodge
Avengers in because of the same problem. It's pretty sad that I have to drive at 15 mph and
everyone else is passing by me like if I was standing still. I pass people like THEY are standing
still. People are always turning their heads. I ALSO have the issue with cold air blowing out of
the passenger side and dealership won't do anything about it. We can't wait to trade it in for
something different. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Avenger.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. I love it, but. V6 Flex fuel 3. Items per page:. Write a review See all Avengers
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Avenger. Sign Up. The Dodge Avenger is a fully
competitive midsize family sedan, but the wealth of stronger competitors makes it difficult to
recommend. Sometimes you can do a good job but still come up short. The Dodge Avenger is a
case in point. Dodge's major overhaul of its midsize Avenger last year largely rectified the car's
prior faults of sloppy driving dynamics, inefficient engines and a low-buck interior. The result is
a fully competitive midsize family sedan, but one that nevertheless still comes up short against
more impressive rivals. The Avenger's interior best epitomizes the car's close-but-no-cigar
aspect. Greatly improved upon, the Avenger boasts soft-touch materials and tight construction;
both are among the best you'll find in a midsize sedan. However, the look is a tad generic, the
available in-car electronics are a bit behind the times and there isn't as much space for
passengers. There is a similar situation under the hood. The base four-cylinder is barely
adequate especially with the SE's four-speed automatic and sounds unrefined. Handling is also
pretty good, although again, not quite up to the class leaders. In total, the Dodge Avenger is a
solid sedan that could be worth a test-drive, particularly if you're prioritizing a V6 power plant
and value. But in general, we think you'd be better served by some other competing models.
And if it's superior comfort and space you want, the Honda Accord, Hyundai Sonata or even
Dodge's own Charger would be better choices. The Avenger is a respectable sedan, but in this
case it's just not a podium finisher. Optional are satellite radio and a package containing heated
front seats and an eight-way power driver seat. The SXT adds to the SE's standard equipment
with inch alloy wheels, an upgraded transmission, heated folding mirrors, automatic climate
control, an eight-way power driver seat, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a trip computer and a
six-speaker sound system with satellite radio. A touchscreen stereo interface that includes
digital music storage is optional. The SXT Plus includes that touchscreen interface along with a
V6 engine, inch alloy wheels, automatic headlamps and foglamps. A sunroof is optional on all
but the SE, and all Avengers can be equipped with a fold-flat front passenger seat. Front-wheel
drive is standard on every Avenger. A six-speed automatic is standard. In Edmunds
performance testing, an Avenger with this engine went from zero to 60 mph in 6. Every Avenger
comes standard with stability and traction control, antilock brakes, active head restraints,
front-seat side airbags and side curtain airbags. In Edmunds brake testing, an Avenger with
inch wheels came to a stop from 60 mph in an acceptable feet. In crash testing by the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety, the Avenger received the top rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset,
side-impact and roof strength tests. The Dodge Avenger drives down the road with poise. The
suspension provides a supple, yet well-controlled ride, and handling is better than that of many
other midsize sedans. The steering provides decent feedback, but isn't as responsive as the
Accord's or the Fusion's. Performance with the 2. The 3. The Dodge Avenger's design team did
a remarkable job last year of transforming the old, low-rent interior into something that's now

fully competitive for the midsize sedan segment. The general dash design and control layout are
pretty much the same as before, but because the materials are substantially better, the overall
ambience is greatly improved. Rear visibility can be a bit tricky due to the Avenger's thick rear
pillars, however, and neither a back-up camera nor parking sensors are offered. The older
Chrysler touchscreen interface was unintuitive when it was new and hasn't grown better with
age. The standard stereo faceplate, however, is a model of simplicity and user-friendliness. The
Avenger's principal demerit, however, is that it's a bit smaller than its competition. This is
noticeable in the backseat as well as in the front, which features a slightly odd, elevated seating
position to create more legroom. The Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge
Avenger. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge
lease specials Check out Dodge Avenger lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Not as roomy as many of its
rivals smallish trunk SE's four-speed automatic some behind-the-times electronics limited rear
visibility. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 33 reviews. Heater Core Needs a recall. This
car performs well. There are a few things that needs to be address before the avenger can be a
really neat ride. The Heater core seems to be a major issue with this vehicle. Especially if you
live in cold areas. The Heater only blows warm air on the driver side of the vehicle and cold air
on the passenger side. Dodge is well aware of this issue but has not done a recall on this
placing the cost to repair this problem onto the consumer. Even then there is no assurance this
problem will not return since the problem is in the faulty part. Cold air in the winter renders this
vehicle useless during the winter season. My vehicle is currently parked now and I am seriously
consider trading this vehicle in for another one. Mostly because I refuse to pay to fix something
that is flawed and Dodge knows that it is. Making you feel like you purchased a lemon. Not right
Dodge, not right I need a vehicle I can drive year round and not for 6 or 7 months out of the
year. In Kansas it has really cool down in the temps. So it's looking like this vehicle will be
parked November- March, and that's if the weather is not crazy cold in March. So with that said I
encourage anyone having issues with their heating system in their dodge avenger to speak up
and be heard. Not sure what it will take to make Dodge do a recall on this issue. For me, I'll be
looking to trade this vehicle in if Dodge refuse to act by January.. Maybe someone in Florida or
LA can use a ride that cools pretty well in the summer months, but they better not take a trip up
North during the Fall. Read less. While the Stratus was very reliable the front rotors were
warped more often than not. The Avenger appears to have a much higher quality associated
with it. Both vehicles had the 2. The refinements in the engine and the addition of the 6 speed
Transmission have made a major improvement to the functionality of the car. It's smooth and
quiet when accelerating. It corners and handles bumps well. The Avenger sits higher and is
easier to enter and exit. Overall a very nice improvement over the Stratus. I really do love this
car. The engine is fantastic. Awesome performance! Its exterior is eye-catching and sleek. The
car is a combination of sporty and practical. Now what I don't like. The people who work in the
service department of the dealership where I bought the car know me. The car has been in there
THAT often. Everything but the ABS issue was when the car was under 36k miles. My wife and I
went to drive a Charger. We looked at a few, when she spotted this number on the side of the
lot. We went through four different Chargers before we drove the Avenger, and I was completely
blown away. Absolutely thunderous performance above and beyond anything we drove,
anywhere. Full leather is nice, electronics rock, build quality makes me hope that this is a trend
for American Automakers, it's so good. See all 33 reviews of the Used Dodge Avenger. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the
Avenger. Sign Up. Since its debut in as a replacement for the Stratus, the best way to sum up
the Dodge Avenger was and still is that it's getting better every year, but the Avenger still isn't
quite where it needs to be in the midsize sedan class. Last year the Avenger got its most
thorough update yet with the addition of the very good 3. The new V-6 not only gave the

Avenger performance that matched its sporty-looks taking 6. Dodge has continued to update
the Avenger for the model year. The rest of the Avenger lineup stays mostly the same for Body
Style: Sedan Engines: 2. Dodge has continuously tweaked the Avenger for the model year. Last
year the Avenger got Chrysler's new 3. This year, Dodge has renamed all of its trim levels and
given one of them a sporty edge. The rest of the Avenger lineup stays mostly the same, with
minor packaging changes. The exterior of the masculine-looking Avenger is mostly unchanged
for the model year. The Avenger's bargain-bin interior received an extensive update last year,
which was noted to be a "drastic improvement" during our Car of the Year program. The interior
also gets a unique "Aunde" fabric interior with a "Z stripe" accent and red stitching. Hands
down the best thing about the Dodge Avenger is its 3. The combination is good for a 6. While
the engine and transmission combo is great, many editors found it to be "too good for the car"
during our Car of the Year testing, noting massive torque steer and that, "the transmission was
easily confused" during any-sort of performance driving. The other engine option is the base 2.
Our take? For the added power of the V-6 is well worth the minor fuel-economy penalty. An
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety "Top Safety Pick" for , the Dodge Avenger includes many
safety features you'd expect to find in a modern midsize sedan. The Avenger comes standard
with traction control, electronic stability control, tire pressure monitoring system and an
anti-lock braking system. The Avenger also comes standard with six airbags; two front, and four
side-air curtain airbags for both front and rear passengers. The Avenger also comes standard
with a theft deterrent system. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market
Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Dodge Avenger Expert
Review motortrendauthor. Base I-4 Four-speed automatic transmission. Getting better all the
time, but not there yet. All Model Years The model is seating 5 people. The engine is powerful
and comprises 3. The model has a considerable tank size of The distance of the wheelbase of
Dodge Avenger is The turning diameter of the car is The length of the trim is The height comes
to A component within the occupant restraint controller ORC may fail and prevent the active
headrests from deploying in the event of a rear-end crash. Consequence: If the active headrests
do not deploy in certain rear-end crashes, the front seat occupants have an increased risk of
injury. Remedy: Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will replace the ORC as necessary, free
of charge. The recall began on December 4, Owners may contact FCA customer service at
FCA's number for this recall is T The Occupant Restraint Control OCR module may short circuit,
preventing the frontal air bags, seat belt pretensioners, and side air bags from deploying in the
event of a crash. Consequence: If the frontal air bags, seat belt pretensioners, and side air bags
are disabled, there is an increased risk of injury to the vehicle occupants in the event of a
vehicle crash that necessitates deployment of these safety systems. Remedy: Chrysler will
notify owners, and dealers will replace the OCR, free of charge. Interim letters informing owners
that parts are not available yet were mailed on October 26, The recall began on August 15,
Owners may contact Chrysler customer service at Chrysler's number for this recall is S
Summary: Chrysler is recalling certain model year Sebrin
2005 honda odyssey headlight
re5r05a solenoid identification
chevy tahoe fog light
g and vehicles manufactured June 28, , through December 13, ; model year Dodge Avenger
vehicles manufactured June 25, , through January 14, ; model year Dodge Nitro vehicles
manufactured June 17, , through December 15, ; and model year Jeep Liberty vehicles
manufactured June 17, , through August 15, Electrical over-stress of a resistor in the occupant
restraint control module may lead to the non-deployment of the active head restraints during a
rear impact collision. Consequence: In the event of a crash necessitating the deployment of the
active head restraints , their non-deployment could increase the risk of injury. Remedy: Chrysler
will notify owners, and dealers will flash the Totally Integrated Power Module TIPM or replace
the occupant restraint control module, as needed, free of charge. The recall began on November
19, Owners may contact Chrysler at Chrysler's recall campaign number is N Please enter VIN.
Search Now. Vehicle Overview. Vehicle Specifications year:. Get more specs.

